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Abstract
Optical beams radiated by a recently introduced class of Rectangular Multi-Gaussian
Schell-Model (RMGSM) source are examined on propagation in free space and in atmospheric
turbulence, with both classic and non-classic power spectra of the refractive-index
fluctuations. The expression for the cross-spectral density function of such beams has been
derived and used for the analysis of their spectral density (average intensity). The RMGSM
beams are shown to preserve the square/rectangular shape of the transverse intensity
distribution and the maximum intensity level in the flat part for relatively large distances from
the source on propagation in classic turbulence. This makes the novel beams attractive for
free-space optical communications and surface processing in the presence of the atmosphere.
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(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Among all the known classes of random beams [1–10], the
recently introduced Rectangular Multi-Gaussian Schell-Model
(RMGSM) beam [10] is the first one to be generated by a source
with arbitrary spatial intensity distribution while forming
far-field intensity distribution with rectangular symmetry.
Moreover, the obtained far-field rectangular intensity pattern
can have adjustable edge sharpness and is shape-invariant
throughout the far zone. These properties become particularly
useful in situations when a beam generated by a random source
is to pass through a random medium, such as atmospheric
turbulence. The deterministic beams with initial rectangular
intensity profiles [11, 12] have been shown to lose their shape
on propagation at some distances, even in free space, and even
sooner in the presence of atmospheric turbulence. The purpose
of this paper is to explore to what extent the RMGSM beams
can remain shape-invariant in situations when atmospheric

turbulence is present everywhere along the propagation path
of the beam.

Within the Earth’s boundary layer (0–2 km above the
ground) atmospheric turbulence is known to be of classic
structure, i.e. to have a power law spectrum with the conven-
tional−11/3 exponent [13]. Measurements of the atmospheric
refractive-index fluctuations taken at higher altitudes suggest
that the spatial power spectrum, while being fractal-like, can
have a quite arbitrary relation with the turbulent eddy size
distribution. Unlike in the boundary layer, in the various upper
layers such as troposphere, tropopause and lower stratosphere,
the atmospheric turbulence is shown to have a somewhat
different power law and to exhibit anisotropic features [14,
15]. Turbulence with varying power law has been termed non-
Kolmogorov turbulence. Hence it will also be of importance to
investigate the influence of the atmospheric power spectrum’s
exponent on the evolution of the RMGSM beams.
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2. Cross-spectral density function

Our derivation will be based on the classic coherence theory
of wide-sense statistically stationary beams which are conven-
tionally treated with the help of the mutual coherence function,
or the cross-spectral density function [1]. For a RMGSM
source the cross-spectral density function has the form [10]
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The value of parameter M , the upper summation index of
the multi-Gaussian sums (1), is responsible for the formation
of the flat central part and the sharpness of the edges.
For M = 1 the degree of coherence reduces to the classic
Gaussian form, while for large M it tends to be the product
of two 1D ‘sinc’ functions, (sin x)/x and (sin y)/y [10]. The
correlation function in equation (1) leads to a far field with
rectangular-shaped intensity distribution that is essentially a
combination of the plane wave close to the beam axis and
sharp Gaussian decay at the edges. Namely the resemblance
of the central part of the beam to the plane wave carries the
useful properties as the beam passes in random media.

According to the extended Huygens–Fresnel principle,
after propagating from the source plane to points r1 = (ρ1, z)
and r2 = (ρ2, z) of the half-space z > 0, in the presence of a
linear, optically fluctuating medium, the cross-spectral density
function of the beam obeys the law [13]
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where the expression in the angular brackets with subscript
R is the complex phase correlation of the spherical wave in
the random medium, and k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber. It was
shown in [16] that the phase correlation term can be well

approximated as
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where 8n(κ) is the 1D power spectrum of fluctuations in
the refractive index of the random medium, κ being spatial
frequency. Hence, the RGSM beam propagates in any linear
medium according to the law
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Using the following change of variables in equation (4):

xd = x ′1− x ′2, xs = x ′1+ x ′2,

yd = y′1− y′2, ys = y′1+ y′2,

we finally obtain for the propagating cross-spectral density of
the RMGSM beam the formula
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and j = x, y. The direct evaluation of the integrals in equa-
tion (6) reduces equation (5) to the form
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In the following section we will numerically examine the
evolution of the spectral density S of the RMGSM beams
which can be obtained from the cross-spectral density function
by the expression

S(ρ, z; λ)=W (ρ, ρ, z; λ). (9)

Our discussion on propagation of the RMGSM beams in
optical turbulence will be based on a fairly general model for
the power spectrum characterizing atmospheric fluctuations at
various altitudes [17, 18],
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(10) the integral in expression (7) becomes [18]∫
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where β = 2κ2
0 − 2κ2

m + ακ
2
m and 0(·, ·) denotes the incom-

plete Gamma function. The propagation of the beam in free
space can be readily obtained, as a special case, when C̃2

n = 0.
The strength of Kolmogorov and non-Kolmogorov turbu-

lence can be assessed with the help of the generalized Rytov
variance derived in [17],

σ̃ 2
R(α)= 1.23 C̃2

n k3−α/2 zα/2. (12)

We will employ this parameter to discuss the effects of the
atmosphere on the RMGSM beam in the following section.

3. Numerical examples

We will now employ the derived expressions for the cross-
spectral density function of the RMGSM beam to examine
numerically the evolution of its spectral density in free space
and in atmospheric turbulence. Unless it is specified in the
figure captions the following set of parameters is used for the
figures: C2

n = 10−13m3−α , L0 = 1 m, l0 = 1 mm, σ = 1 cm,
δxx = 1 mm, δyy = 2 mm, M = 40, λ = 633 nm. The rms
source correlations δxx and δyy determine the far-field rms
beam widths in the x and y directions, respectively: the larger
value of the rms source correlation width corresponds to the
smaller value of the far-field rms beam intensity width in the
same direction.

Figures 1–3 present typical transverse cross-sections of
the spectral density of the RMGSM beam propagating in
free space, in Kolmogorov turbulence and in non-Kolmogorov
turbulence, respectively, at six propagation distances: 10 m,
100 m, 500 m, 1 km, 5 km and 10 km from the source plane.
This choice allows us to examine the beam behavior at various
ranges: intermediate and far zones for free-space propagation
and weak and strong atmospheric fluctuation regimes for
propagation in turbulence.

In figure 1 the behavior of the spectral density S (N2 m−2)
of the RMGSM beam in free space is shown as a function of
x (m) and y (m). The rectangular profile of the beam starts
to appear already at distances of the order of tens of meters
(figures 1(A) and (B)). It then gradually converts to the flat-top
rectangular profile (figures 1(C)–(F)). The beam preserves the
rectangular shape for any range while expanding in width and
decreasing in maximum value.

Figure 2 presents the behavior of the same beam as
in figure 1 on propagation in Kolmogorov turbulence (α =
3.67) with relatively strong local refractive-index fluctuations
(C2

n = 10−13 m−2/3). While the beam forms similarly to the
free-space case for short distances (figures 2(A) and (B)),
it is seen that on propagation further the flat center of the
profile cannot be fully formed (figures 2(C) and (D)), even
though the rectangle-like shape of the profile can still be seen
(figure 2(C)). For distances of the order of several kilometers,
the rectangular shape gradually converts to elliptical (figures
2(E) and (F)).

In figure 3 we show the evolution of the same beam in
the presence of non-Kolmogorov turbulent fluctuations with
α = 3.2 (C̃2

n = 10−13 m3−α), which is about the minimum
measured value [15]. Unlike in the Kolmogorov case the effect

3
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Figure 1. The spectral density of a typical RMGSM beam propagating in free space.

of turbulence here is much stronger and starts affecting the
beam at shorter distances from the source. The flat profiles
cannot be seen and the rectangular shape cannot be recognized
at any propagation distance. The only distinctive feature of the
beam—the anisotropy of the spectral density along the x and y
directions—can be visually assessed, but only for sufficiently
short distances from the source. As the beam enters the range of
tens of kilometers (figure 3(F)) it completely loses the elliptical
profile.

In figure 4 the dependence of the spectral density of the
RMGSM beam on the value of the summation index M is
explored in detail. For fixed propagation distance z = 1 km the
x and y cross-sections (solid and dashed curves, respectively)
of the same beam as in figures 1–3 are presented, but with
(A) M = 40, (B) M = 10, (C) M = 4 and (D) M = 1 (cor-
responding to the classic Gaussian Schell-Model beam [1]).
One can see at once that for large values of M the beam is less
susceptible to the atmospheric turbulence effects. Furthermore,

4
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Figure 2. The spectral density of a typical RMGSM beam propagating in Kolmogorov turbulence. The Rytov variance is (A) 0.001,
(B) 0.083, (C) 1.588, (D) 5.660, (E) 108.2, (F) 385.6.

in figures 4(A) and (B) the free-space curves have the same
maximum value as the curves relating to the case α = 3.67,
while for α = 3.20 the drop in the maximum intensity becomes
substantial. This is not the case for lower values of M : in figures
4(C) and (D) such maximum values are lower forα = 3.67 than
for free-space propagation. One can also conclude that the
non-Kolmogorov turbulence (α = 3.20) completely destroys
the hard edges of the RMGSM beam with any M .

4. Summary

The expression for the cross-spectral density function of
beams generated by a novel class of RMGSM sources and
propagating in free space and in atmospheric turbulence has
been derived. The beams of this class are shown to gradually
acquire a rectangular intensity profile towards the far zone in
free space, from absolutely arbitrary initial intensity profile,
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Figure 3. The spectral density of a typical RMGSM beam propagating in non-Kolmogorov turbulence. The Rytov variance is (A) 0.031,
(B) 1.217, (C) 15.99, (D) 48.46, (E) 636.4, (F) 1929.

for instance Gaussian, as in our calculations. The far-field
rectangular profile remains invariant in shape but scales up
due to diffraction.

On propagation through the homogeneous and isotropic
Kolmogorov atmosphere the RMGSM beam is shown to
possess a remarkable shape robustness in the weak turbulent
regime but to gradually lose the sharp corners and edges
and to take on an elliptical shape on passage through strong
turbulence. The beam robustness is largely determined by the

value of the upper index M in the multi-Gaussian source
degree of coherence: the greater the value of M , for longer
distances the shape is preserved and the intensity of the central
part does not decrease. Such an effect can be explained by
the fact that the flat part of the beam behaves as a plane
wave which must remain constant on passage through any
medium without absorption or gain. However, the effect of
diffraction on the beam edges leads to gradual distortion of the
flat part. It is also found that the novel beam is less resistant
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Figure 4. The spectral density of RMGSM beams with different values of M propagating in free space, Kolmogorov and non-Kolmogorov
turbulence. Solid and dashed curves represent the spectral density in x and y directions, respectively.

to the effects of non-Kolmogorov turbulence. Indeed, for this
type of atmosphere the sharply rectangular profile cannot be
achieved at any propagation distance and the beam’s intensity
becomes Gaussian-like at several kilometers from the source
plane, losing even its anisotropic feature.

The RMGSM beam can serve as a tool for efficient data
transfer, remote sensing and material surface processing in
cases when the required profile must be formed over a space
from the source filled with a random medium. Our analysis
can readily be adapted to other linear random media, such as
oceanic turbulence and bio-tissues.
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